student
workshop
application
Before we get started, you should know a little bit about the roles you’re applying for. All of the descriptions below are applicable for both the
digital space and traditional advertising in an agency.
Copywriter — Writes the copy that tells the story of the campaign,
capturing the target audience’s attention.
Art Director — Establishes the conceptual and stylistic direction
for campaign.
Strategic Planner — Acts as the “voice of the consumer” within
the agency, guiding the campaign development through use of
marketing information and research.

Account Management — Serves as the link between the client
and the agency, acting as the client’s advocate internally and the
agency’s advocate externally.
Media Planning — Tasked with finding the most appropriate media
platforms (print, TV, online, etc.) for a client’s brand or product.
Designer — Responsible for conceptualization and design of
graphic applications from concept to completion.

NAME:

AGE:

SCHOOL NAME:

YEAR OF GRADUATION:

WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR/MINOR?

WHY THAT?

EMAIL ADDRESS:

MOBILE PHONE NUMBER:

HOMETOWN:

If you are accepted, will you need help finding a place to stay in Richmond?
If you live in Richmond, would you be willing to house an out-of-town participant?
Will you have access to a car?

Yes | No
Yes | No
Yes | No

So you think you want to work at
an advertising agency.
What exactly do you want to do?
Copywriting, Art Direction, Digital,
Media Planning, Account Management,
Creative Technology,
Strategic Planning...and why?

Please answer the following
questions in reverse order, without
the aid of the internet or librarians:
1. A man is found dead in a field with a
backpack and no one around him.
How’d he die? (150 words max)
2. What noise annoys
a noisy oyster? (7 words max)
3. Is advertising an art or a science?
Why? (Your own opinion)

What advertising have you seen
lately that you liked?
And we mean like liked…
Why?

Now [RUBS HANDS TOGETHER DIABOLICALLY]
create the next ad in that campaign you
just admitted to like liking.
It can be a digital execution, TV script, print
ad, skywritten message — whatever medium
expresses your idea best. Or if you’re
more of a planning type, try your hand at
writing a creative brief for your team.
More media-minded? How could
the campaign come to life
in interesting places?

EXTRA CREDIT THAT’S NOT
REALLY EXTRA CREDIT BUT
COULD BE FUN ANYWAY:
You can choose one or choose none. But don’t
spend a lot of time. Really. In fact, the fact you are
still reading this means you’re probably spending
too much time. Fact.
1-Make a Vine or Instagram video that you’re proud of and
share it with us at studentworkshop@martinagency.com
2-Write a limerick about yourself.
3-What ironic icon should replace the mustache
and why? (150-word limit)
4-You have to invite 7 famous people, living or dead,
real or fictional, to dinner at your house.
Who would they be? Draw the seating chart
showing where everyone would sit.

